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Open Brief / Open Letter

to

- Save the children UK   -

International Criminal Court is quilty of violation of Human Rights itself.
United Nations & European Union refuse to investigate on acts of ICC.
Min of Foreign Affairs NL, quilty of making terrorism

9 october 2008 Save the Children UK 
1 St.Johns' lane London 
EC 1 M 4 AR  in United Kingdom

Jasmine Whitbread,

A few months ago I warned you:' Don't count your blessings, when they are connexted to 
UN Ban Ki moon. I am about to prove that UN & ICC are highly corrupt... Causing war'.
Here I am, proving I am right!

I send you the letter of OTP of ICC signed, together with my letter to our Minister of Foreign Affair 
Maxime Verhagen in which I prove he is quilty of 'the making of terrorism'.
Rest of the file is published on my sites.

You are about to face up to a painful task
As you can conclude from my letter of 1 may 2007- send to ICC to start the lawcase with -  NGOs in NL 
refuse to co-operate with me 'for justice for every individual'. 

Organisations you work together with in NL, don't want to know that there is a ICC-case against the 
NL-parliament.  Those NGOs don't want to work with lawbooks    to make MPs work as they should,  to 
protect kids with.      Worldwide,  they can be much more powerful when they would show the courage to 
start to implement legal frames against MPs,  already available in our NL-community. 
Aimed at ICC, ICJ or Tribunal. But they don't want to have legal power!

In my opnion you have 2 options:
● You ignore the ICC-case too, which shall cause casualties & death bodies amongst aid-workers.
● You talk to NL-NGOs about my case and try to make them work with our legal system as they are 

supposed to do for decades. 

I can already predict:
'They are not going to do all the hard work that comes with a dirty lawcase as mine'. 
So, you have to do it all by yourself... From the UK you have to find a new policy that protects 
yourself against the war-makers-behavior of the Dutch - and you have to stop war-crimes 
committed by UN Ban Ki moon, UNHCHR & ICC.  Next to your daily job.

In order to give you some kind of protection, I shall put this letter to you on the desk of the ICC-
prosecutor & ICC-judge. Publish this letter too.

As you know, I try to make ICC-judges work as judges.
And I am waiting for a respons of Interpol & FBI, whom I asked to help me.

Only a few Presidents have responded officially to my ICC-case.

And....
You may not close deals with Paul mcCartney unless he has written me a letter in which he admits 
'that he has made a mistake in his relationship with Me & ICC'.

I shall put your respons on the desk of ICC too.

Have an inspiring day,
desiree stokkel 
donkerelaan 39 
2061 jk bloemendaal nederland      
+31 23 5279457
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